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Composition of the HRC

Ms. Megan Davis, Chair of the Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous People
starts with stating that the pandemic has continues to disrupt the work and lives of indigenous
peoples. The Mechanism study is on indigenous peoples right to self-determination. There are
existing gaps in education and child welfare. Indigenous girls are disproportionally affected
by violations against their rights. The ongoing challenge for the Expert Mechanism is lack of
response and cooperation from member states and urges all countries to fulfill their
commitments. The next report will be on the militarization of indigenous lands.

Algeria takes note of the report. Algeria has been colonized for a long time, where
citizenship was denied. The Algerian government has now been actively promoting the
Amazigh people and the Tamazight language.

Australia shares it recent initiatives on the topic. There is now a decision-making agreement
between indigenous representative and the Australian government. There is also currently a
referendum to recognize indigenous Australians in the constitution.

Brazil states that it is global reality that indigenous children are disproportionally affected in
the enjoyment of their rights. Brazil’s federal constitution fully recognizes indigenous
people’s rights, including their original right to the lands they occupy. The education also
includes the history of indigenous people.

Colombia has supported indigenous communities in strengthening their own government
through productive initiatives. Colombia do not share the view of the report that indigenous
girls are often victims.

Cuba expresses support for the approach the vulnerability of indigenous women and girls.
Cuba is fully supportive of indigenous peoples right for the full enjoyment of their human
rights.

EU state that the indigenous people’s right to participation in decision-making is crucial for
the right to self-determination. The EU shares the concern of acts of intimidation and
violence against indigenous children and indigenous human rights defenders.

https://hrcmeetings.ohchr.org/HRCSessions/RegularSessions/48session/Pages/Statements.aspx?SessionId=46&MeetingDate=15/09/2021%2000:00:00
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Guatemala recognizes the role of indigenous children passing on the legacy. Guatemala has
dedicated itself to improve education, access to justice system and various eradication of
human rights violations. Guatemala supports the mechanism and its fulfillment of its
mandate.

Indonesia supports the UNDRIP, but the concept of indigenous peoples is not applicable to
Indonesia. Indonesia promotes and protect the traditional sub-ethnic communities. Indonesia
believes that the EMRIP do not have the mandate to comment on the demands and
aspirations for independence for indigenous people.

Mexico on behalf of Latin American Countries (Ecuador, Guatemala, Brazil, Costa
Rica, Honduras, Panama, Paraguay, Peru) states that they consider it is essential for
indigenous children to express their opinions freely. The pandemic has disproportionately
affected indigenous peoples. Mexico reiterates their commitment to collaborate with the
Mechanism.

New Zealand approved a two-step process to implement the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples, to reach out to Māori peoples and hear their ideas for the Declaration
plan. New Zealand is in support of indigenous people’s right to self-determination and it is
inherent in the founding constitutional document and look forwards to work collectively to
advance promotion and protection on indigenous people’s rights.

Norway on behalf of Nordic Baltic countries supports the call for protection of indigenous
human right defenders and condemns reprisals against representatives of indigenous people.
Norway encourage UNESCO to make efforts to save indigenous languages.

Panama is proud that indigenous people have exclusive use of territorial delamination in
Panama. They agree with EMRIP on the rights to self-determination is a fundamental right.
Indigenous children face various barriers and are at greater risk for all sorts of discrimination.

Peru grants constitutional recognition to promotion and protection of indigenous languages
and for indigenous children to access education in their native language. There are
workbooks and radio programs in indigenous languages.

Philippines states that this discussion resonates with calls from UN human rights
mechanisms to include indigenous communities in national and international agendas. There
has been misrepresentation in global discussion. Philippines shares EMRIP concern on
increasing threat of violence experienced by indigenous children.

Russian Federation states that the recommendations should be precise and to pay attention
to factors of violations of the rights of indigenous peoples. Russia exemplifies with
specialized boarding schools in Canada and the discovery of mass graves in these institutions.

Ukraine has enacted a law for indigenous peoples, which entails that Crimean Tatars have
the right to self-government. Crimea is temporarily occupied by Russia which discriminates
and represses the indigenous people.



USA addresses negative actions that Native Americans has endured in federal boarding
schools. An initiative has been launched to identify these facilities and possible burial sites. A
case is being built to bring to the Tribunal.

Venezuela has established the right of indigenous people to maintain and develop their
identity. There is guarantees of indigenous peoples and communities to exercise
self-determination. Venezuela is committed to pay off the historical debt to their native
people.


